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In the context of data heterogeneity, our Data warehouse (DW) system [3] will 
provide not only the ability to query relational and NoSQL data but to inte-
grate, store and preserve history of all the corporate data and their changes 
into a single system of records. 
We aim to extend the current system catalog from [1] in order to integrate 
NoSQL data sources with relational ones in Data Vault (DV) [2] based Enter-
prise data warehouse (EDW) and by doing so track the origin and history of 
changes for both, data and metadata of NoSQL stores and relational data-
bases, as well as their schemas.

4 main parts (nodes): data sources (DS_Node), DV EDW (DV_Node),  data marts (SS_Node) and user access part (User and UserAccess). 
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This is the key idea for getting an integrated central EDW 
system of records and basis for data governance

EDW is partially oriented towards the data sources side as raw data vaults, 
and partially oriented towards reporting side as business data vault. 

Raw data vaults (RDV) contain actual (unchanged) copies of the originals 
from the data sources.
Business data vault (BDV) is created by updating and consolidating this 
raw data with application of business rules and standardized master data. 
Since copies of the originals are permanently kept in raw data vaults 
there is no loss of information and the basis for audit process is created.

Because of the separation between raw data vault and business data 
vault we distinguish reversible and irreversible transformations which al-
low us to track data back to its source and reconstruct them, if necessary. 
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The meta-data vault (MDV) represents the metadata repository and it is 
the basis for our extended system catalog. It integrates meta-data from 
all layers of DW architecture with an emphasis on integration of raw 
data vaults and business data vault in the EDW system of records.


